Abstract. Data distribution functions are introduced. They are matched with scheduling functions. The processors and iterations are determined that use an array element at its fixed position in a statement. This makes it possible to obtain the initial data distribution and also information on the data volume for every processor and on the structure of required communications.
INTRODUCTION
In adapting a sequential algorithm to an implementation on parallel computers with distributed memory, two major problems should be solved.
The first problem consists of the distribution of the operations of the algorithm among processors and establishment of a new order of their execution. The main issue arising in solving this problem consists of the preservation of the order of execution of informationally connected operations, i.e., the fulfillment of the conditions of preservation of dependencies of the algorithm. Many publications (in particular, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] ) are devoted to the investigation of this problem, and various methods of solving it are proposed in them.
The second problem lies in distributing data of the algorithm among processors and the establishing a data exchange scheme for executing the obtained parallel algorithm. The main issue that arises in solving this problem consists of the necessity to fix, at a definite instant of time, the location of a data item required for the execution of an operation and to supplement the computational algorithm with new operations of data transmission and reception. At the same time, one should take into account that the realization of communications on a parallel computer with distributed memory requires considerable expenditures. Since the objective of using parallel computers is the decrease in the time of solving problems, in parallelizing an algorithm one should strive to decrease communication expenditures for its implementation.
In contrast to the first problem, the second problem is less investigated. We will briefly review approaches to the solution of this problem.
An obvious approach to data distribution and minimization of communication expenditures lies in partitioning an algorithm into independently computed blocks [1, [6] [7] [8] [9] . In this case, data are distributed according to the distribution of operations that use these data and, hence, all processors of a parallel computing system can work independently without the need for data exchange. As is obvious, this approach simplifies the problem of data distribution among processors and eliminates the problem of data exchange, but, in practice, algorithms seldom allows for a decomposition into independent fragments.
Another approach lies in obtaining block versions of an algorithm, i.e., partitioning the iteration space of loop nests in a special way [1, [10] [11] [12] [13] . The objective of such a partitioning is the increase in the size of packages of transferred data and decrease in the frequency of communications. The approach is directed towards the minimization of overheads for data exchanges irrespective of the problem of data array distribution.
There also is the approach lying in the establishment of a fixed (specified before the beginning of the execution of a program and invariable during its execution) distribution of data among processors of a computing system [4, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . The search for such a data distribution is carried under the condition of minimization of data exchanges between the processors whose local memories store data and the processors in which these data are computed or are used as arguments for computations during the execution of a parallel algorithm. Within the framework of this approach, algorithms of joint distribution of operations and data of an algorithm among processors are proposed in [4, 16, 17] . In [18, 19] , conditions are considered whose fulfillment makes it possible to organize structured communications that are realized between a group of processors and can be performed more quickly than the corresponding collection of communications between pairs of processors. An advantage of this approach is a simplification of the data exchange scheme (an exchange always begins with the processor that uses a data item as a result of computations to the processor whose local memory stores this data item and vice versa, i.e., from the processor whose local memory stores a data item to another processor that uses this data item as an argument for computations). The possibility of joint determination of a distribution of operations and data that is directed towards the decrease in communications required for the realization of an algorithm is also among advantages of this approach.
However, in many computational algorithms, array elements are redefined over the entire period of their execution. In this case, this approach will lead to the organization of a large number of redundant communications between the processors that use an array element for computations and the processor that stores it rather than to directly transfer it in turn between the processors using this element. To reveal this situation and to change the data exchange scheme within the framework of the approach being considered, the corresponding algorithm should be additionally investigated as is shown in [18] . Other solutions to this problem are proposed in [20, 21] .
In the present article, a new approach to the search for the distribution of data of an algorithm among processors and iterations of a parallel algorithm is considered. In this case, taking into account that the distribution of operations of the algorithm among processors and iterations of the parallel algorithm is already found, processors and iterations are determined that use an array element at its fixed position in an operator during program execution. This information makes it possible to obtain an initial distribution of arrays (including the distribution leading to the use of each array element by only one processor) and information on the size of the arrays used in each processor (which is necessary for the reservation of processor memory in writing a program), to establish the communications required for a given distribution of operations, and to determine the possibility of structurization of communications. The obtained results are suitable for automation, which makes it possible to use them for the development of software systems destined for parallelizing sequential algorithms.
BASIC DENOTATIONS
Let an algorithm be specified by an affine loop nest, i.e., the index expressions of variables and boundaries of changing the loop parameters of the algorithm are affine functions of loop parameters and external variables.
Let, in a loop nest, there be K operators S b to be executed, and let L arrays a l . be used. Simple variables are over all l , b, and q is taken).
